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As an MGM “triple threat” from 1938 to 1950, Judy Garland acted, danced, and 

sang her way through more than two dozen films. She possessed a powerful and 

expressive voice, full of uniqueness and vulnerability. Born Frances Gumm on June 10, 

1922 in Grand Rapids, Minnesota to vaudevillian parents Frank and Ethel, she began 

performing as a toddler, “Baby Gumm” with her two older sisters. In 1935, at the age of 

14, Judy signed a contract with MGM – the company lucky enough to have found a 

young girl with the vocal quality so innocent, yet so mature. As her career developed, so 

did the disintegration of her health and psyche; the convenience of drugs and the ghosts 

of her life following her onstage made her voice start to crack and wobble, allowing her 

to stumble over lyrics she had sung one hundred times prior. At the age of 47, the final 

verdict announced that Judy had died of an accidental overdose of sleeping pills on her 

bathroom floor. Ray Bolger, her co-star from “The Wizard of Oz” who played the 

Scarecrow had another explanation: “Judy didn’t die of anything, except wearing out. She 

just plain wore out” (End of the Rainbow, 2).  
 

Semiotics: “I am still Judy Garland, a plain American girl from Grand Rapids” 

Judy Garland can be analyzed on many different semiotic levels regarding her 

iconic representation in popular culture. Though Judy Garland changed miraculously 

throughout her Hollywood career, her physical appearance can still be recognized on the 

most basic level of semiotics as a youthful, brown-haired, smooth-skinned, appropriately 

dressed woman with pearly white teeth and a twinkle in her eye. When moving onto 

higher levels of semiotics, she represents the opposing cultures of Hollywood: a 

passionate young woman who vies for stardom who Hollywood takes by storm, 

developing into a woman through the influence of drugs and body image pressures. For 

example, John Frick says that “the vulnerability that made her an original as both 

performer and human being left her infinitely more susceptible to the pressures of life in 

show business” (10). Due to her discovery at such a young age, her 4’11’’ stature proved 

not only her physical vulnerability by looking so youthful, but her mental vulnerability as 

well. It makes complete sense that Judy became susceptible to so many influences in 

Hollywood for the sole reason she did not know any better. As the daughter of two 

vaudeville performers, it was no surprise that she made her stage debut at her father’s 

theatre at the age of two (Frank, 17). Thus, it is completely logical that Judy became 
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involved in Hollywood so soon into her childhood, MGM more or less becoming her 

surrogate family, desperate to have her for their box office sales. 

On a higher level, Judy Garland is the poster girl for early Hollywood movies. 

She is one of the only signs associated with “The Wizard of Oz” which made its mark in 

movie history as one of the first colour pictures in the industry. Having Judy’s eternally 

youthful smiling face as the innocent girl from the Midwest who gets swept away to a 

fantasy land not only symbolically echoes her own childhood, but has kept her alive 

within the film industry as a staple icon. Because of that, she has been completely 

typecast into the role of Dorothy Gale, and it is rare when people mention other works 

she completed in her lifetime, though she did star in multiple films throughout her career. 

Additionally, because of nearly five decades of national telecasts and more than twenty 

years of home video, “The Wizard of Oz” has made it impossible to find anyone that 

does not recognize Judy as Dorothy (Frick, 13).  

 

Judy in Popular Culture: “If you ever become a star, please stay as sweet as you are” 

There is no doubt that Judy Garland is a household name. Whether or not she is 

spoken of positively or negatively, she is completely immersed in popular culture. Like I 

said previously, Judy signifies two opposing cultures of Hollywood: the good and the 

bad. Many people envision Judy as someone, since her death in 1969, whose abilities not 

only have been repeatedly remembered and embraced but have proved to be powerfully 

and emotionally timeless (Frick, 9). People see her as an American lady who wanted 

nothing more out of life but to sing, dance, act, and find love. She is an example of the 

“little guy coming out on top”, as a nobody from the American Midwest, her 

breakthrough into Hollywood can be compared to any aspiring actor’s wish. Judy is a 

natural, thought of as someone born to spend her life not only in, but with Hollywood, 

which she did until it turned its back on her.  

This thought coincides with what other representations Judy has formed in 

popular culture. As a negative icon, Judy is seen as the woman taken advantage by 

Hollywood, having fallen victim to its extremities and its dangers. To break it down 

further, some may understand this to be her own fault, an actress too weak to digress 

from the mainstream demands of MGM, but others see it as a girl who knew no better but 
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to envelop herself in the power of Hollywood. For example, Robert Frick discusses the 

emphasis put on body image when he says that “from her earliest days on the Metro 

[Goldwyn-Mayer] lot; from the onset, she had been made to feel in competition with the 

faces and figures of the glamour girls who had nowhere near her talent but who presented 

the beauty demanded by the screen” (76). It is no surprise then, that these pressures led to 

her continual dependency on prescription medication to help her sleep, maintain a minor 

or no appetite at all, and to keep her energized. The fact of the matter is that Judy’s 

addictions to drugs and the idea of being thin and glamorous stems from MGM itself, 

since this regiment of eating less and popping more drugs was a studio-imposed diet 

(Frick, 77). That being said, this is used against Judy to pose her as the victim fallen to 

Hollywood’s influence.  

 

Judy according to Maslow 

I found that Judy Garland can be discussed on three levels of Maslow’s hierarchy 

of needs. Firstly, her lifelong struggle with her health can be appropriated to the 

safety/security level of Maslow’s theory. Judy’s failing health due to the pressures of 

Hollywood started for her at a very young age, forcing her to fight the battle against her 

drug addiction. This is actually twofold since the pressure coming from MGM for Judy to 

take drugs in order to maintain her eating and sleeping habits acts as a security issue on 

top of it being a safety issue. MGM took Judy under its wing at such a young age, so 

much that the company practically stepped in as her surrogate family. When looked at 

through Maslowian terms, it can be noted that her own “family” forced her toward use 

and addiction of these drugs, in the end not protecting her from harm but instead 

jeopardizing her safety and health. 

The social and belonging level of Maslow’s hierarchy can also be related to Judy. 

At the time of her death, Judy had been married five times, proving that she longed to be 

loved and that was what made her completely happy. Psychiatrists continually expressed 

that it was the loss of her father in her earliest years that made her desire for love so 

powerful (Frank, 81). Nevertheless, the actual diagnosis is that what Judy wanted most 

out of her life was to live it with love. Despite her having to search for it with at least five 

different men, her only need was to be loved. Her desperateness to achieve this 
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Maslowian level was depicted in every crush, every love and every husband she had 

throughout her life.  

Thirdly, the self-esteem level speaks to Judy very distinctly. As mentioned before, 

her life struggle to be thin and perfect for Hollywood standards led her to an almost 

“underground” life that was morbidly darker than the fantastical life she portrayed in her 

films. Frank states that Judy respected but deeply resented beautiful women and in order 

to be compared fairly to the glamourous women, Judy accepted offers of drugs like 

Benzedrine and Phenobarbital that quickly adjusted her appetite and became a normality 

in her medicinal cabinet (98). Clearly, according to Maslowian terms, Judy had not 

surpassed the self-esteem level: her emotional fragility blatantly lost the battle against 

Hollywood’s manipulation of her physical and mental self. 

 

McLuhan: “Before Whitney, Britney, Barbra, Tina, or Madonna, there was Judy” 

Marshall McLuhan would have seen Judy Garland as an icon that continues to 

have a great influence on people and the mass media almost 40 years after her passing. 

He would have seen her as a symbol of Hollywood, as the “poster girl” for MGM 

pictures, a fact that is still associated with her to this day. McLuhan would note that 

because of the immediate popularity of “The Wizard of Oz”, its annual broadcast made it 

as monumental as Christmas and birthdays to children all over the world. When children 

watch “The Wizard of Oz”, they would see Dorothy, the girl who knew there was 

something outside of Kansas she was bound to find. McLuhan would note that this 

parallel between the lives of Dorothy Gale and Judy Garland produce the message of 

discovering there truly is no place like home. If McLuhan was to discuss Judy Garland in 

the case of extensions of humanity, the most important would be her microphone. 

Though known more predominantly for her films, Judy Garland was first discovered for 

her voice, and this microphone acts as an extension of the beautiful, flawless voice she is 

remembered for.  

 

Judy within Consumer Applications 
 

Like I have mentioned before, popular culture has turned Judy Garland into the 

“poster girl” for MGM pictures, as she may as well replace the roaring lion in its 
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introductory clip to its films. Nevertheless, she has also become the brand for all 

memorabilia pertaining to “The Wizard of Oz”. Although many consumer items involve 

the four main characters – Dorothy, Scarecrow, Tin Man, and the Cowardly Lion – 

frolicking together down the road, it is Dorothy that centers the attention, they are her 

slippers that are auctioned and remade for Hallowe’en costumes. Ideologically, Judy is 

known as the ultimate Hollywood star. She is the “good girl”, the one who always smiled, 

always listened and maintained obedience throughout her entire career – at least, this is 

what she is shown to represent. She portrays old-fashioned American values, as a woman 

who desires love from a man who makes steady income. More importantly, she promotes 

the notion to young, aspiring actors everywhere that if you’re polite and well-mannered, 

you can become a star.   

 

Judy as a Star: “Nothing can destroy that love or the legend she created” 

Although the majority of this essay may seem more negative toward Judy Garland 

than a positive analysis, I purposely chose Judy on accordance of her influence on my 

life. To this day, I distinctly remember seeing Judy for the first time in “The Wizard of 

Oz”, completely mesmerized by her voice, not fully understanding the depths of her 

staple song “Over the Rainbow”, but knowing that she was in trouble by that awful Miss 

Gulch. As I grew older, while maintaining my full appreciation for that classic film, I 

have fallen more in love with Judy Garland and her story. As a “triple threat” – dancer, 

actor, and singer – she completely embodies Hollywood’s entities, and every time I see or 

hear her performing, the ease and fragility of her presentation gives me chills. Beginning 

with a more or less parentless childhood, the fact that she was signed onto Hollywood’s 

lot by the age of 13 is any aspiring actor’s dream. Judy is truly magical, and a true 

inspiration. Placing all the negativity to the side, one must understand her situation, and 

the fact that she was taken advantage of by big, bad Hollywood and its manipulating 

schemes of body imagery and undeniable work pressures. In no way do I pity Judy 

Garland, as I believe she did everything she could do for herself in Hollywood, and I 

believe she did everything tremendously.  
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